
Carl Garner
A tough-as-nails Belter space jockey who loves to travel (5d6)

HOMELAND  —
-------------------------------
CAREERS 
Military Brat (15 yrs)
Drifter (3 yrs)
Space Jockey (4 yrs)
Miner (2 yrs)
Space Jockey (3 yrs)
-------------------------------
AGE 27

Biography
Carl Garner has always been a bit of a drifter. An Army brat kid meant he never settled in one place 
for long. But it did install in the young Carl a sense of independence and being able to look after 
yourself. His quick wit meant he found it easy to fit in wherever he went, but he stopped short 
of making ‘friends’, knowing that sooner, rather than later, he’d be on the move again. No point 
putting the energy, time and emotion in to building relationships that wouldn’t be there in a day, 
a week, or at most a few months. Having traveled much of Earth Carl decided to up roots entirely 
and head out into the black. He took short commissions on a variety of freighters and other 
transport ships, hopping from one planet to another. In some ways this was the most ‘stable’ Carl 
had been as commissions could last from a few months to a couple of years. The longer jobs made 
him itchy, but they certainly paid better. Every so often Carl would remain on a planet, working in 
the mines, or exploratory teams mapping the terrain and any local flora and fauna. After a four 
month commission on a transporter he’s ready for a new challenge. The transporter was carrying 
some new colonists to one of Melinos’ moons, Lethe. Sounded as good a place as any to spend a 
bit of time.

Attributes

Movement

Attacks Defenses

Skills
running 1 (1d6)
engineering 3 (2d6)
appraisal 1 (1d6)
tactics 1 (1d6)
driving 1 (1d6)
pistols 1 (1d6)
carousing 1 (1d6)
dodging 1 (1d6)
piloting 2 (1d6)
mining 1 (1d6)

WEAPON ATTACK DAMAGE RANGE NOTES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Brawling 3d6 1d6+2 blunt –– ––
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Pistol 4d6 2d6 ballistic 10 ––
-------------------------------------------------------------------

MELEE DEFENSE  11
RANGED DEFENSE  13
MENTAL DEFENSE  10
VITAL DEFENSE  11

Gear
Gear pistol
leather jacket
100cr

HEALTH 20
SOAK 4 (leather jacket, tough-as-nails)
VULN none
IMMUNE none

Frail Form. Belters are tall and spindly. 
Their STRENGTH attributes can never 
exceed 6.

Flexible. Like all Belters, Carl can 
contort himself into unusual positions 
and fit into the smallest spaces. When 
restrained by somebody not trained in 
Belter restraint techniques, he can 
escape in one minute. If the captor is 
aware of this they can make an opposed 
LOG v AGI check to nullify this ability.

Hard-to-Hit. Belters often have to dodge 
flying debris and rocks. Carl gains +2 
RANGED DEFENSE (included in his 
stats, above).

SPEED 5     CLIMB 3     ZEROG 5     JUMP 10'/4'

STR

4
(2d6)

AGI

5
(2d6)

END

8
(3d6)

INT

6
(3d6)

LOG

6
(3d6)

WIL

5
(2d6)

CHA

4
(2d6)

LUC

6
(3d6)

REP

0
(0d6)

Exploits and Traits
Hold Breath. Carl can hold his breath 

for 10 minutes before having to form 
any kind of suffocation dice pool. This 
enables him to move in vacuums and 
ignore noxious fumes.

Tough-as-Nails. Carl gets a +2 SOAK 
bonuses which adds to any other SOAK 
he may have (already included, above).

Unseen. His time as a drifter made it 
easy for Carl to blend in. He gains +1d6 
when he tries to go unnoticed.

Hitch-Hiker. Carl knows how to secure a 
free ride on any ship or transport, often 
offering his services for the duration.

Zero-G Monkey. Carl has a zero-g speed 
equal to his regular SPEED.

INITIATIVE 6d6     PERCEPTION 3d6     CARRY 120lb (max lift 160lb)   REACH 5-ft       ACTIONS 2

Underground Sense. When under-
ground, Carl always knows which 
direction is which and can pick a route 
back to the surface.

Predictive Reflexes. Carl is able to read 
situations with ease; as such, he gains 
+1d6 to INITIATIVE checks (already 
included in the stats above).

Aim. By spending an action aiming, 
Gayle gains +1d6 to a subsequent 
ranged attack.¦


